Lead a Sheep to Water
by Andy Wanko

George Carlin said it best: "The
Freedom of Choice in this
country is an illusion."

people I know who claim either side. Instead, I have simply
started to pose questions. You can't MAKE either side see the
Libertarian point of view. Just as we came to the conclusion
that the Libertarian Party is right for us because we like to do
this moronic thing called "thinking for ourselves" (another nod
to George Carlin), let them come to their own conclusions.

Many of us, especially within
the Libertarian community, saw
this at its best (or worst,
depending on your point of
view), during the 2016
presidential campaign. We also
heard over and over again that
the lesser of two evils is still
evil.
The Republican and Democratic parties don't want additional
competition because that would start to chip away at this
illusion, their version of "choice". Regardless of what platform
either old party runs on, each constitutes one side of the same
coin. They are power-hungry elitists bent on having their
agenda pushed to the forefront. Either way, if you have only
two sides to choose from, you are for one side's advertised
agenda and against the other. The end result is further
polarization, more bickering, more protests, and more extreme
"choices".

George Carlin
A perfect example of this came up just a couple weeks ago
when I was discussing fiscal responsibility. Both parties want
to see drastic cuts in projects that aren't a part of their
platform. The discussion was going nowhere until I changed
my approach. My example was simple, but effective. "You
have two kids. Each child gets $20/week for a total of $40
allowance per week. Unexpected bills come up, and you now
have only $30 available to give your kids for their allowance.
Which kid gets cut?" Naturally, the choice was that each child
gets reduced to $15/week. Now, I spun it towards government
spending. I got an expected knee-jerk reaction that they aren't
the same scenario. I didn't argue that point, but went back to
the kids. "So, you mean instead you'd rather have one child
that is a favorite and gets to keep the $20, while the other only
gets $10?" I received a response akin to, "No, that isn't fair for
one child."
At that point, I dropped the discussion to let them stew on it.
Either they will continue to blindly follow the sheep, or they
will start to stand up and point out the wolf.

It doesn't matter if Clinton or Trump won. We would be in the
same boat if Clinton had won. I have stopped arguing with
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these names and contact those who had indicated they wanted
to volunteer to help the campaign – those who wanted to Do
Something. There were about 250 people in this category. The
things they said they wanted to do were put up a yard sign,
volunteer to make phone calls, block walk, campaign via
social media, or help on college campuses. I began contacting
these people via email and quickly found some who were
willing to help me contact others about helping with the
campaign. I then created lists sorting people by what they said
they’d do.

We, as Libertarians, do have a choice, and that choice has been
made clear that we will stand up and point out the wild. We
can break this illusion of choice, even if we have to do it one
mind at a time.

Want to help with local LP activities and marketing?
The Marketing and Outreach Committees are looking for
more warm bodies to help with their efforts to build our
party. There are a lot of ideas to work on, but we need
your help! Click on the link for the committee you're
interested in to e-mail the committee chair.

Each Wednesday evening we had a statewide telecom led by
the Texas state volunteer coordinator. Here we discussed what
we wanted to currently focus on in order to generate the most
interest in the campaign to help reach 15%. In Texas, we were
pretty much on our own to try to do this. Unless the state was
a targeted state, which Texas was not, very little help was
received from the national campaign. We did our best, but it
was difficult without help from the campaign.
I began sending emails about once a week asking people to
help, to do the things they’d indicated they would do. I got
very little response. I kept trying, and kept getting the same. In
the end, there were about fifteen people who made an effort to
help spread the word via phone calls, social media, and at
colleges. The only thing we did well in Dallas was distribute
yard signs. We distributed a lot of them.

Regarding the 2016 Gary Johnson for
President Campaign
by James Birchfield

I became the Dallas County
Volunteer Coordinator for the
Johnson/Weld campaign in
August. It was easy to do. All I
did was raise my hand and the
job was mine. At that time, the
main focus of the campaign
was to garner 15% in polls in
order to qualify Gary for the
presidential debates. At the
time, Gary was averaging
about 8% across the board.
I was given credentials to access a database of people who
lived in Dallas County who had contacted the campaign
through the Johnson/Weld website. There were about 3,000
people who had done so. My first action was to sort through

Gary Johnson was adamant in his belief that in order to have
any chance, he needed to be in the debates. I agreed. Before
the first debate, he got up to about 12% nationally. Could he
get to 15%? No. Twelve was the high water mark. I was naïve
enough at first to believe that it was possible to get to 15%. It
didn’t take long for me to change my mind. The way the polls
were rigged was discouraging. At first, they didn’t even
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include Johnson in the polls. When they started, it was a
secondary question-after asking if one was voting for Trump
or Clinton, they then included Johnson and Stein. (And why
include Stein? If one of the requirements to debate was to be
on the ballot in all 50, she should not have been included-she
was never close to being on in all 50. But-she did take votes
from Johnson. Without her, we may have reached 15%). If one
answered Johnson without being asked, they were sometimes
told that wasn’t an option or the pollster hung up. But it didn’t
matter – the CPD would have done whatever they had to too
keep others off. That’s why they exist. The powers that be
simply will not allow another voice to be heard. If Gary would
have debated, even with his flaws, people would have seen
how much better he was than the other two, and also started to
pay attention to the Libertarian Party in general. That is
unacceptable to the powers that be. It’s sad. The way the CPD
currently operates, a candidate other than an R or D will never
debate. 15% is simply too high of a bar to clear, especially
when the polls are rigged against it. For the third debate, the
CPD used the percentages of some of the polls that were used
in the second debate, even though they said they would run a
new poll for each debate. Not surprisingly, these polls were
low.
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Dallas people did make phone calls, so we tried. But overall,
the delays in beginning activities I believe drained some of the
energy from people. It did for me. Or maybe I was just the
wrong guy for the job. But I tried.
About a month before the election, I got a call from one of the
campaign managers that Vice President Candidate Bill Weld
was going to be in Dallas for a rally at Gilley’s. I was asked to
get about a dozen volunteers to help with setup; i.e. putting up
signs, tables, guiding people to the rally, hanging backdrops,
and taking everything down afterward. I asked, and more than
enough people volunteered, so many that the only problem
was finding something for everyone to do. The rally was
successful; I estimated four hundred in attendance. A good
time seemed to be had by all. Bill Weld was well received. He
did an interview with Channel 4 before he spoke; portions
aired that night on the local news. I was glad that it had gone
so well. A couple of weeks later, I was surprised when Bill
Weld appeared on MSNBC and told whomever bothered to
listen that Mrs. Clinton was honest, qualified to be President,
and a few other things. He basically threw Gary Johnson under
the bus, then jumped on top of him and got run over too. I felt
betrayed and was sorry I had spent so many hours working on
the rally. I felt bad for Gary also. I can only think of one
reason why Bill may have done that, and even that one doesn’t
make sense to me. But I did know that many Libertarians
really didn’t trust Weld and that he was only picked because
Gary wanted him so much.
Johnson/Weld getting about 3.3% nationwide was
disappointing. I was hoping for the magic 5% mark, so we
could get some funds for the future, but it wasn’t to be. I
thought there was a chance he’d get it, but not a large one. I
thought that because the election was expected to be very
close it made the difference. I believe people are less likely to
vote for a candidate they don’t believe can win in a close
election. Maybe they think it may be a one vote election in
their state.

There was good energy in the local campaign in the beginning.
At the first social held at The Free Man, we had 17 people,
lots of talk, ideas, laughter, drinking, a general atmosphere of
hope. By the time of the second one a month or so later, four
showed. I don’t know exactly what happened to the energy,
but it was gone after a while. However, I kept indicating to
potential volunteers that we would be ready to go block
walking and phone calling for about a month before we were
finally ready to go. I was passing on information which I had
been told, but we kept waiting and waiting on an app and other
preparations. In the end, we never did get the block walking
app up and running with any consistency. I tried it and it was
almost unusable. The phone calling procedure got started too
late to make much of a difference, if any. But about eight

How good of a candidate for President was Gary Johnson?
And the whole Johnson/Weld ticket? The best the LP has ever
had. They were both legitimate candidates, ex-governors.
They both had experience campaigning and governing. But
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Gary didn’t always come across very well on TV. This seemed
to be especially true early on; I thought as the campaign went
on, he got better. With the exception of Aleppo and the tongue
sticking out incident (which for me personally was the worst
moment he had on TV) he seemed to get better at answering
questions and being on guard for interviewers attempting to
trip him up. He also wasn’t very inspiring as a candidate:
people didn’t want to rush to the polls and vote for him after
hearing him talk; at least the people I talked to didn’t. He was
too low key. In my opinion that is a good characteristic for a
candidate for any office to have, but I also believe that not
many have the same opinion as I. I do hope that the fact that
he got recognition for the LP will carry over to future
elections.
Would Gary Johnson have been a good President? Good
compared to what? How about compared to the winner or the
second place finisher. I believe he would have been better than
either of them, but I believe he would have been ineffective.
Not because of himself, but because he would have gotten
little cooperation from the Congress or Senate. I prefer
ineffective to anything the other two offered.

Overall I am glad I worked on the campaign. It was the first
campaign I’ve worked on, and it was a great learning
experience. I had fun doing it, and I will probably do it again.
Unfortunately, one of the things I learned is that when it
comes to running national campaigns, the LP is amateurish.
Many times things didn’t get done in time to make a
difference, or things didn’t get done at all. I AM convinced
everyone did their best with what we had. It is just very
difficult for a small, underfunded party such as ours to make
headway against the old, worn out parties. I don’t know if we
will ever get many people to pay attention to us, but I don’t
regret anything I’ve done as a member of the LP.

LPDC Membership Program!
Want to help out the LPDC and at the same time get some
cool libertarian swag? Check out our contributor
membership program!
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Universal Basic Income Is Universal
Basic Theft
by Garry Reed

Money For Nothing and the Checks are Free

Universal Basic Income: Everyone magically lives at the
expense of everyone else.
Dueling libertarian economists: When one asks why any
libertarian would take Universal Basic Income (UBI) seriously
another sarcastically explains why certain types of libertarians
actually will.
By now virtually everyone is aware of UBI under its various
names and implementations. The premise is that unlike
previous industrial revolutions the robotic revolution will
somehow destroy more jobs than it will create and massive
permanent unemployment will result. The “solution” is to give
all human beings regardless of any other income a specified
amount of money for life to do with as they wish.
The true agenda is yet another justification for establishing the
universal two-tier collectivist society with a majority of
“marginals” at the bottom ruled by a lavishly wealthy
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technocratic political cadre with taxing and redistributive
powers at the top. In short, yet another hierarchical ruling
class living at the expense of everyone else. Their job will be
to discover any marginals who successfully rise above the
lower levels and immediately redistribute their “excess”
incomes to themselves and to the other UBI recipients.
This is how all collectivist societies everywhere in the world
and throughout history have always worked. But of course
UBI advocates won’t tell you this because they think it’s
actually possible for everyone to live at the expense of
everyone else. The elitists, of course, are perfectly happy to let
everyone think so.
What is sad for libertarians is that some who call themselves
libertarians are buying into and actually promoting this
groupthink scam. One illustration of this is a tragi-comedy that
played out online earlier this year.
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sympathies takes the UBI seriously.”
Another economist, Edwin G. Dolan, posted his response
article titled “Why Should a Libertarian Take Universal Basic
Income Seriously?” on EconoMonitor in February. Dolan
himself is described in an Amazon review for his book
“TANSTAAFL” (subtitled “A Libertarian Perspective on
Environmental Policy”) as “a leading Austrian school
economist.”
What these dueling econs with their “libertarian sympathies”
are doing is actually agreeing with one another by pitting
some people’s “true” libertarians against other people’s “true”
libertarians, highlighting an intramural game that has been
going on from the earliest days of the Modern American
Libertarian Movement.
But let’s begin at the beginning. Universal Basic Income
(UBI) is, according to the Wikipedia definition at least, “a
form of social security in which all citizens or residents of a
country regularly receive an unconditional sum of money,
either from a government or some other public institution, in
addition to any income received from elsewhere.”
Repeat: “in addition to any income received from elsewhere.”
That means in addition to redistributing money forcibly
confiscated from taxpayers to benefit people who are truly
needy it also means that thieves, robbers, gangsters, sex
traffickers, murderers for hire and Mafia made men will also
be collecting loot from taxpayers.
Dolan, in his rebuttal article, explains how some people with
“libertarian sympathies” justify the idea of government
forcibly redistributing incomes from people who have earned
them to people who have not earned them this way:

YOUR LIBERTARIAN OPINIONIZER’S PICK: This is
what many libertarians call the classic of all economic
classics. Simply put, the sole justification of law is to protect
life, liberty and property; anything else is abuse. Taxation is
the beginning of that abuse. When the law is used to loot
some for the benefit of others – which is precisely what all
forms of Universal Basic Income is designed to do – that is
abuse. Everyone, including some who mistakenly call
themselves libertarian, needs to read and absorb this lesson.
Buy Now

UBI isn’t libertarian

“By some calculations, the government
already spends enough on poverty programs
to raise all low-income families to the official
poverty level, even though the poverty rate
barely budges from year to year. Wouldn’t it
be better to spend that money in a way that
helps poor people more effectively?”
Translation: Government’s “right” to collect taxes from its
citizens under threat of punishment is a given; the only
question is figuring out how to redistribute the loot in order to
maximize voter support for the redistributors.

In January 2017 Bryan Caplan, economics professor at the
Mercatus Center at George Mason University, a conservative
“free market” think tank with libertarian sympathies, made his
case in an article on Econlog against Universal Basic Income
and concluded “I'm baffled that anyone with libertarian
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private sector and were working exceptionally well until
greedy politically-connected corporatist interests co-opted,
politicized and monetized them for their own benefit.

Milking the Taxpayer

The politically-connected have always made their living
from taxes.

UBI Taxation is Theft
This doesn’t exactly align with the fact that the majority of
modern libertarians understand that taxation is theft. As Joshua
Paladino put it in a Being Libertarian article, “When it comes
to universal basic income, libertarians somehow forget their
principles. Theft suddenly becomes legitimate under the cloak
of efficiency, and the redistribution of wealth becomes a
worthy goal because UBI could actually make it happen.”
Governments, throughout history and around the world,
support its elitist rulers by forcibly extracting human capital
(i.e., taxes) through coercion, intimidation and fraud.

“human capital noun The skills, knowledge,
and experience possessed by an individual or
population, viewed in terms of their value or
cost to an organization or country.” – Oxford
Dictionary
But Dolan knows all of this. He explains how certain
possessors of “libertarian sympathies” blithely assume that (a)
theft should be acceptable to all libertarians, (b) theft will
succeed if it’s done in a “better” way, (c) Only government
can end poverty even as it has steadfastly failed to do so, and
(d) a laissez-faire free society unshackled by government theft
in which all decent people voluntarily help one another in
whatever ways they choose couldn’t possibly work, even
though virtually all of the first nationwide social welfare
programs and social safety nets were originally created in the

Same politicians, same corporatists, same banksters, same
Fed, same results: Just another sour collectivist program to
benefit the rulers.

Libertarians Who Love Redistribution
Dolan sets out to show Caplan the kinds of libertarians who
will come on board in favor of UBI. To do this he has no
choice but to eliminate all libertarians except three specific
categories that are guaranteed to have no serious belief in the
non-aggression principle (NAP) against coercion, intimidation
and fraud but do have the “libertarian sympathies” pointed out
in Caplan’s article.
So who are these UBI defenders with “libertarian sympathies”
anyway? Announcing in his article by saying “Here are three
kinds of libertarians who might take a UBI very seriously
indeed” Dolan then lifts the flap of the libertarian “big tent”
and finds a trio of libertarian categories who would typically
look upon UBI with favorable eyes.
While he supplies his own definitions of these categories this
article, a follow-up to the first two articles, explains them in
simple and straightforward terms.
Libertarian pragmatists. The Pragmatic Libertarian website
states: “As a pragmatic libertarian, I believe in the libertarian
ideal that the government which governs least governs best.”
In short, these libertarians who are okay with a government as
long as it “governs least” clearly don’t accept NAP, the non-
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aggression principle which rejects coercion from government
as well as all other sources of physical aggression, but do
embrace what could be called LAP, a “Least-Aggression
Principle.”
They support the Libertarian Party whose slogan isn’t “Full
Freedom, No Government” but only “More Freedom, Less
Government.” They too are advocates of a “Less-Aggression
Principle.” The Pragmatic Libertarian’s own catchphrase is
“More freedom, fewer tinfoil hats.” To them “tinfoil hat”
means “principles,” thereby ridiculing the very concepts from
which they originally sprang. They should be easy pushovers
for the UBI collectivists.
Classical liberals: This is likely the least known and least
populated demographic living under the “big tent” of
libertarianism today. Classical liberalism is what all liberals
used to be before they became progressives, jettisoned
individual rights in favor of coercive collectivist “group
rights,” and took the “liberal” name with them. A basic
definition from chegg.com states “classical liberalism is a
political ideology that values the freedom of individuals —
including the freedom of religion, speech, press, assembly, and
markets — as well as limited government.”
It’s that “limited government” part at the end that apparently
attracted Dolan to this category of libertarianism. “Limited
government” makes classical liberalism “minarchist” (small
government) rather than free society libertarianism (“selfgovernance” as opposed to “coercive governments”) and
therefore accepting LAP but not NAP.
Lifestyle libertarians: This appears to be a made up catchall
category. A 2007 Reason magazine article, either seriously or
sarcastically (it’s hard to tell sometimes) said this: “Lifestyle
Libertarians want to get rid of daddy and mommy and stay up
all night eating ice cream and watching after-dark cable.”
Dolan notes in his own article that “These lifestyle libertarians
are drawn to a UBI because of its contrast with the nanny state
mentality that characterizes current policies.”
Pointedly, no mention is made in Dolan’s article of libertarians
who explicitly embrace the non-aggression principle, such as
voluntaryists, agorists, anarcho-capitalists, mutualists and
post-statists. In fact, it’s widely accepted among libertarians
that the non-aggression principle in all of its various
definitions and descriptions is a core tenet of libertarianism.
Even the Libertarian Party states it clearly in its platform
although they violate it in practice by running candidates for
service in coercive government offices.
To reiterate, the UBI is specifically based on the leftist
collectivist philosophy that governments should coercively
redistribute some people’s money to other people for whatever
reason. For any libertarian not wanting to live under “the
nanny state” UBI is about as un-libertarian as it gets.

Reality check for UBI redistributionists: There Ain't No
Such Thing as Free Money!

Unreasonable Reason Mag
In his article Dolan quotes Matthew Feeney’s 2013
Reason.com article headlined “Scrap the Welfare State and
Give People Free Money.” This time it’s easy to tell: He’s
serious. Dolan characterizes Feeney as urging libertarians to
stop arguing principles (tinfoil hats) against the redistribution
of wealth. Feeney sees a UBI as an alternative that “promotes
personal responsibility, reduces the humiliations associated
with the current system, and reduces administrative waste in
government.”
But Feeney says even more than Dolan reports:

“Being morally comfortable with some
degree of government wealth redistribution
might be contrary to anarchism, but it is not
contrary to libertarianism, and were
libertarians to argue for replacing the current
welfare system with a basic national income
we would be better positioned to not only
highlight the fact that libertarianism is not the
heartless and selfish philosophy it is
commonly portrayed as, it would allow for a
more humane and effective way to deliver
welfare than the current system on offer.”
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So “anarchists” aren’t libertarians but welfare-loving
redistributionists are libertarians. Peaceful anarchists
voluntarily helping one another is a heartless and selfish idea
while millionaire politicians ripping off taxpayers for up to 50
percent of their incomes or more is a humane idea.
Feeney even admits, “Although a basic or guaranteed income
would have to be financed through taxation it has been
proposed by a number of classical liberals and libertarians.”
Sound familiar? Feeney is locked into an either/or box – either
forced government welfarism or forced government UBI.
Voluntaryism, which he cavalierly dismisses as “anarchism”
completely eludes his “libertarian sympathies.”

“Statist Libertarians” for UBI
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mandatory collectivist liberals, and for rightwing powerseeking elitists. No wonder so many libertarians reject these
ideas.”
What Dolan is saying in his own satirical way is that only
minarchist LAP libertarians like pragmatists, old-school
liberals and the “libertarian-leaning” would take UBI
seriously; Nap libertarians do not. Philosophical schizophrenia
is alive and well in Libertarianville.
Non NAP minarchists claim to be the only “true” libertarians.
NAP laissez-faire voluntaryists claim to be the only “true”
libertarians. But since all of these libertarians are supposed to
coexist peacefully, if fitfully, under the canvas of the same big
tent they’re not supposed to argue over this too much. That’s
what the Libertarian Party is for.

Bread and Circuses

In Our Hands: A Plan to Replace the Welfare State
YOUR LIBERTARIAN OPINIONIZER UN-PICK: Beware
of “statist libertarians” (sic). Charles Murray imagines a
future Utopia in which all welfare programs are replaced by a
Universal Basic Income of $10,000 per year for every adult
American for life. But where does the money come from?
From today’s welfare programs. From taxpayers. From the
giant Federal Reserve inflationary money-printing machine
that will turn that $10,000 into $10 in no time. Leaving
government in charge guarantees UBI will fail.
Buy Now

The Oxymoron of Authoritarian
Libertarianism
Little wonder so many principled libertarians have come to see
the once-libertarian Reason magazine as little more than an
apologist for libertarian principles and a mouthpiece for “big
L” Libertarian-Leaning Rightwing Republican Party enablers
eager to kiss the assets of millionaire political collectivists so
they can become part of the big ruling class government status
quo.

Obscenely wealthy Roman emperors pacified their peasants
with bread and circuses. UBI will allow today's rulers to
dumb down their "marginals" with burgers and video
games. All Hail UBI!

Dolan ends his “libertarian” article this way: “So there you
are,” he tells Caplan. “A UBI is a policy of authoritarian
advocates of evil-intentioned and self-serving government, for

Still, Dolan, as few others, seems to understand all too well
the difference between NAP libertarians and LAP libertarians.
(And just as an afterthought maybe some libertarians tucked
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away in various corners of that Big Top three ring circus tent
might want to invent SAP for the Sometimes Aggression
Principle, WAP for the Whatever Aggression Principle, while
the politically minded “Libertarian Wing” of the Republican
Party can all get the CLAP, the Conservative Libertarian
Aggression Principle.)
The final truth is this: No matter how glowingly positive
advocates are for the benefits of UBI, recipients are still wards
of the state. UBI is a bribe to shut you up. Any government
big, rich and powerful enough to give you “free money” is big,
rich and powerful enough to take it away from you, or even
worse, make you so dependent on it that they can manipulate
you in any way they wish.
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•

Up-to-date meeting announcements and details can always be
found on meetup.com or Facebook.

Libertarian References
•

Books
◦ Good to be King, Michael Badnarik
◦ Why Government Doesn't Work, Harry Browne
◦ Atlas Shrugged, Ayn Rand
◦ The Libertarian Mind, David Boaz
◦ Economics in One Lesson, Henry Hazlitt
◦ The Law, Claude-Frédéric Bastiat
◦ Healing Our World, Dr. Mary Ruwart

•

Videos
◦ Neitzsche and the Nazis, Stephen Hicks
◦ Bullsh*t!, Penn & Teller
◦ Free to Choose, Milton Friedman
◦ America: Freedom to Fascism, Aaron Russo

•

Websites
◦ The Libertarian Party of Dallas County
◦ The Libertarian Party of Texas
◦ The National Libertarian Party
◦ Students for Liberty
◦ Free Talk Live
◦ The Cato Institute
◦ Molinari Institute
◦ Objectivism In-Brief

Why would any moral person support UBI?

UBI: At Least One Young Person Gets It

Why Universal Basic Income Is A Ridiculous Idea
Editor's note: Re-published from the Libertarian Opinionizer
with permission from the author. Editor's comment: This
article was among the half-dozen very good choices from
Garry's regular assortment of blog submissions. Check out his
blog; you'll become a fan!

LPDC Executive Committee Meeting
◦ March 26th, 4:00 PM – 6:00 PM
◦ Elbow Room
3010 Gaston Ave, Dallas, TX 75226

Want to write about libertarianism, but aren't ready for
major publications? Want to test your articles first among
friends? Submit your articles bimonthly to the LPDC
newsletter! It's painless, I promise!

Upcoming Meetings
•

Trivia night at Trinity Hall
◦ Every Sunday Night, 7:30 PM
◦ Trinity Hall Irish Pub & Restaurant
5321 E Mockingbird Ln, Dallas, TX
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LPDC Officer List
Chair – Paul Petersen (chair@lpdallas.org)
Vice-Chair – Curry B. Taylor (vicechair@lpdallas.org)
Secretary – Jim Birchfield (secretary@lpdallas.org)
Treasurer – Curry B. Taylor (treasurer@lpdallas.org)
LPDC At-Large Directors
Marshall Beerwinkle (m_beerwinkle@yahoo.com)
Aubrey Eyrolles (aubreyleigh50@gmail.com)
Tatiana Farrow (farrow.tatiana@gmail.com)
Eugene J. Flynn (eugene@lpdallas.org)
Kevin Frederickson (dallaslibertarian@gmail.com)
Justin Long (justin@lpdallas.org)
Elle Rosen (elleprosen@gmail.com)
Barry Smith (barry@lpdallas.org)
Resa Willis (resa.willis@yahoo.com)
Working Committee Leaders
Marketing – Aubrey Eyrolles (aubreyleigh50@gmail.com)
Outreach – Resa Willis (resa.willis@yahoo.com)
Fundraising – <currently vacant>
Candidate Recruitment – Barry Smith (barry@lpdallas.org)
Webmaster – Elle Rosen (elleprosen@gmail.com)

The LPDC is a local branch of the Libertarian Party based in Dallas
County, Texas. Find out more about the LPDC at http://lpdallas.org.
The Libertarian Party is the third largest political party in the United
States, and was established in 1971 to promote more freedom and
less intrusive government in all aspects of life. Find out more about
the LP at http://www.lp.org.

Hey you!
Are you done reading this newsletter? Get one of your friends or
family members to read it!
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